6	DEFINITION, NATURE AND SCOPE OF
voluntarily chosen by.a given State for the decision of cases
which have a foreign complexion'.1 The legal systems of the
world consist of a variety of territorial systems, each dealing
with the same phenomena of life—birth, marriage, death,
divorce, bankruptcy, contracts, wills and so on—but in most
cases dealing with them differently. The moment that a case is
seen to be affected by a foreign element, the court must look
beyond its own internal law, lest the relevant rule of the internal
system to which the case most appropriately belongs should
Examples happen to be in conflict with that of the forum.2 The forms in
of foreign Wj1icil this foreign element may appear are numerous. One of
elements   ,	.	?     r       •       i	•        v	-l	r
/ the parties may be foreign by nationality or may have a foreign
"-/    domicil; a trader may be adjudicated bankrupt in England,
having numerous creditors abroad; the action may concern
property situated abroad or a disposition made abroad of pro-
perty situated in England; if the action is on a bill of exchange,
the foreign element may consist in the fact that the drawing or
acceptance or indorsement was made abroad; a contract may
have been made in one country to be performed in another;
two persons may resort to the courts of a foreign country
where the means of contracting or of dissolving a marriage are
more convenient than in the country of their domicil.
Meaning of     It is frequently stressed that the function of private inter-
^J^ national law is to indicate the area over which a rule of law
private in-extends—that it 'deals primarily with the application of laws
ternational £n SpaCe\3 The purport of this is that a rule of substantive law,
law fixes	i       i-»      v  i         i       i	-i
the area of e.g. the English rule that every simple contract must be sup-
Porte<^ ^7 consideration, is generally expressed in universal
terms zndproprio motu has no dimension in space, for according
to its wording it applies to all contracts wherever made. But
its dimension in space, i.e. its sphere of authority, is the very
thing that is fixed by private international law, for a sovereign
is free to provide, if he chooses, that the area over which a rule
of substantive law, whether domestic or foreign, is to prevail
shall be wider than the territorial jurisdiction in which it
originated. If, for instance, an English court decides that the
goods situated in England belonging to a man who died in-
testate and domiciled in France shall be distributed according
1	Baty, Polarized Law, p. 148.
2	A convenient classification of law is into I. Public International Law; IL
Municipal Law: (a) Internal Law, (£) Private International Law.
3	Beale, p. i; see especially, Unger, 43 Transactions of the Grotius Society, pp.
94etseqq.

